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Polarized field saturation spectroscopy
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A new kind of saturation spectroscopy is discussed in which the direction and polarization of a nonsaturating

probe wave is varied with respect to that of a saturating wave. Angular momenta, Lande g values, and atomic

lifetimes are obtained with greater ease than with earlier Zeeman laser methods. In particular, the theory is

dramatically simplified.

Traditional absorption and emission spectros-
copies have given a great deal of information
about the structure of matter and the interaction
of radiation with matter. However, often too many
transitions come into play, e.g. , through inhomo-
geneous broadening or band structure, thereby pre-
venting one from measuring quantities such as homo-
geneously broadened and level lif etimes. Satura-
tion spectroscopy, ' a field made possible by the
advent of the laser, allows one to study transi-
tions even under an inhomogeneously broadened
envelope or to study selected interband transi-
tions in a semiconductor. ' Specifically, a strong
laser beam is used to saturate an electric dipole
transition, while the absorption of a weak (gen-
erally nonsaturating) probe beam is studied as a
function of probe frequency. This kind of tech-
nique has produced the highest-resolution spectra
to date, ' highest by several orders of magnitude.

So far little attention has been paid to the rela-
tive polarizations of the two waves. ' In this com-
ment, we show how the relative polarizations not
only influence the results of saturation spectros-
copy, but in fact can be used to measure infor-
mation often not easily obtained with traditional
methods, owing, for example, to the presence of
inhomogeneous broadening.

The fundamental physics involved is well known
in the Zeeman laser field, ' but there the various
constants (J and g values, lifetimes) have been
typically measured on samples placed inside the
laser cavity operating near or on a laser transi-
tion of interest. ' ' This configuration allows
saturation to be achieved easily, but complicates
the corresponding theory substantially (if not
hopelessly) by introducing standing waves, by
having both "probe" and saturating waves saturate,
and by having the sample enter into the laser
equations of motion. Here we describe corre-
sponding experiments outside the cavity, avoiding
these limitations and allowing J, g and lifetime
measurements on any saturable transition in spite
of inhomogeneous broadening. The emphasis is

on J values, for which the approach is particularly
simple, but discussion of g values and lifetimes
is also given.

Using analysis given in Refs. 10 and 11, one
studies the absorption of a probe by a medium
subjected to a saturating wave of either identical
or orthogonal polarization to that of the probe.
For identical polarizations, both probe and satura-
ting waves involve the same combinations of
transitions and matrix elements, while for ortho-
gonal polarizations they involve different combi-
nations. It will be shown here that an appropriate
combination of transmitted probe intensities [Eq.
(4)] depends only on the Z values of the levels. "
For the orthogonal polarization case, both probe
and saturating waves are chosen to travel in the
same direction and hence are called co-running.
They can be distinguished through the use of
polarizers [see Fig. 1(a)] or by a slight angle be-
tween their directions of propagation, as shown in
Fig. 1(c). For the same polarization case and a
Doppler-broadened medium, the waves can be
taken to travel in opposite directions (counter
running), thereby allowing the two waves to be
distinguished [see Fig. 1(b)] and causing the co-
herent interaction (saturation grating) induced
in the medium to be reduced by the Doppler
broadening. " For the stationary-atom case, this
grating term doubles the saturation for the
counter-running case. For any medium, the same
polarization case can be performed in the co-
running configuration of Fig. 1c provided that the
cross-saturation coefficient 8]t in the following is
doubled. Other combinations and directions can
be used, but then the difference between the upper-
and lower-level decay constants may influence the
result. Both linearly and circularly polarized
wave combinations are considered in the present
work.

To describe the interactions, we introduce the
following intensities: I„the saturating wave in-
tensity; I», the initial probe intensity; and the
three transmitted probe intensities I~„, I~,~, and
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It, g Ipp (1———a, ) L), Ip~ =Imp(1 —aj L) (2)

I~, for I, = 0, I, with the same polarization as I~,
and I, with the orthogonal polarization, respec-
tively. The unsaturated transmitted probe in-
tensity is given by Beer's law as

I~ = I~ e p~= I~—(1 ap-L),

where L is the sample length and n p is the linear
absorption coefficient. In the presence of satura-
ting waves of equal or orthogonal polarizations,
n p is reduced to the values a II and a„respective-
ly, that is,

According to third-order perturbation theory, "
the saturated absorption coefficients are given by

o. Il
=o.p

—8 II I, , nA = Qp 8AI~ (3)

(4)

From Ref. 10, we find that this ratio is given for
centrally tuned circular polarizations by

where 8ll and 8 are cross-saturation coefficients.
Combining (1)-(3), we find

(5)

where a' and 5' index magnetic sublevels of the upper (a) and lower (b) levels of the transition and p, , is
the electric-dipole matrix element between those levels, given by (12-23) of Ref. 5. According to Eqs.
(12-45)-(12-47) of Ref. 5 this has the explicit value

e (2J +3)(2J' —1)/(2J +2J+ 1), J—J, circular,

(2J'+4J+5)/(6J'+12J+5), J—J+1, circular.

(Ga)

(Gb)

In the limit of large J, these go to 2 for J—J and to —', for J—J+1.
Similarly one finds for centrally tuned linear polarizations the ratio

~a'b' ~a'b' ~a' 4 1 b' +
8ll a b

I bt P lbl p

a b' (7)

which, with Eqs. (12-23) and (F-43) of Ref. 5, and algebra, reduces to

(2J +2J+])/(3J'+3J —1), J—J, linear,
A

(6J'+12J+5)/(4J +SJ+5), j—J+»»near ~

Here the limiting values for large J are '-, for
J—J and ~ for J—J+1. The four combinations
are plotted as a function of J in Fig. 2.

We see that the method gives good general dis-

criminationn

fo r low- J values, and for high- J
values it is easy to distinguish between J—J
and J—J+1 types of transitions. From Dienes's
theory" one can show that an increase in I, to the
saturation intensity value (population difference
equal to one-half of its linear difference) causes
the various ratios to approach unity by about 7/z

(for homogeneous broadening).
The question naturally arises as to what is hap-

pening physically. A partial answer is as follows:
For the J=1—0 or 1—1 eases, the four ratios in
(6) are all unity. In the circular-polarization
eases (6a) and (6b), the matrix elements for both
equal and orthogonal polarizations are all the
same. For the linear-polarization cases (6c) and
(6d) the matrix element squares

I
ttt, » t, I' in (7)

entering e have the value of the Ig, , I', but
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FIG. 1. Diagram of proposed measurement setups.
(a) Measurement of transmitted probe intensity I» in
the presence of an orthogonally polarized saturating
wave. (b) Measurement of transmitted probe intensity
I& ll in the presence of a saturation wave with the same
polarization. Polarizer is included in (b) to help equal-
ize linear transmissions in cases (a) and (b). (c) Alter-
native configuration to measure both I&A and I&)l, in
which the saturation predicted by I& II

is twice as great
as that in (b) (because of the contribution of the "popula-
tiOn-pulSatiOn" term reduCed in the COunter-r1&~rli&&

configuration by Doppler broadening). A third measure-
ment is performed with I, =0, giving the unsaturated
transmitted probe intensity I~.
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occur twice as often. For the case of large J
values, we consider circular polarizations first.
For J—J+I, J&0, the matrix elements P, ~

= P~ ~„ in (5) have the largest magnitudes. The
parallel coeff icient 8, has this large value to the
fourth power, while the 8, obtains it only to the
second power. Hence 8,/8~~ & 1. Conversely,
for J—J, J& 0, the large matrix elements are in

the middle (P, , =Pr, has the largest magnitude).
On the average the cross-saturation coefficient
8, gets more of these large va1ues than the e~(,

thereby causing the ratio (6) to exceed unity.
For the linear polarizations, we have to con-

sider P, , in (7) for a'=5' as well as for a' =b'+1.
For J—J+1, J&0, the largest matrix elements
are the t J g y

and Pp 0 The 8~) gets p~ to the
fourth power. 8~ never does quite as well on a
single combination, but has twice as many contri-
butions, thereby yielding 8,/8,

~
&1, just the op-

posite of the corresponding circular-pol. arization
case. For J—J, the matrix elements P,
= Pa', thus weighting the outermost P«heavily
and giving 8~~ the advantage. Hence for this case
8,/8„& 1, also the opposite of the corresponding
circular-polarization case.

This discussion shows how the various matrix
elements enter the cross-saturation coefficients.
A complete physical explanation would include an
interpretation revealing why the Clebsch-Qordan
coefficients have the values they have, but this is
beyond the scope of this work,

Although the emphasis in this communication is
on J values, the method can be readily extended to
study g values and level lifetimes by using mag-
netic fields and a frequency difference between
the saturating and probe waves. The theory is
considerably simpler than for the corresponding
work ' ' within the laser cavity. Specifically, the
linearity of the probe should allow theories of
arbitrarily large saturation intensities to be
written. A particular example is given by the
resonance ( following from the theory of Ref. 10)
that occurs when the frequency difference between
probe and saturating waves equals the Zeeman
splitting. This allows the g values to be measured.
The corresponding work of Refs. 6-S within the
cavity of a multimode 1aser must be treated with a
substantially more complicated theory, which is
nevertheless limited to small intensities (pertur-

2 ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~
~ ~

r (Sa)

~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
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1
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r
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bation theory). The principal advantage of putting
the sample cell inside the laser cavity is that it
may be easier to obtain saturation. But this ad-
vantage is becoming less and less important as
higher-power tunable lasers are developed. In

related work, Gorlicki and Dumont'~ have ob-
served the magnetic tuning dip' in an extracavity
arrangement in a fashion reminiscent of the

early I.amb-dip spectroscopy experiments in

which "probe" and "saturating" waves both satu-
rate. Although their work is not complicated by
standing waves, they stQl do not obtain the sim-
plicity of a linear probe.

This polarized-field saturation spectroscopy is
the fourth saturation spectroscopy, corresponding
to the four kinds of mode interactions discussed
in Sec. 4 of Ref. 15. One other is also new"
(grating-dip spectroscopy). The remaining two

are well known as Lamb-dip (and related spectral)
spectroscopy and the three-level spectroscopy
discussed, for example, in Ref. 1.

It is a great pleasure to thank F. Keilmann and

P. Toschek for stimulating discussions on this and

related work.

FIG. 2. Graphs of the cross-saturation ratios ~l /&j(
given by Eq. (6). (6a) gives the J J, circular-polari-
zation case, (6b) J J+1, circular, (6c) J J,
linear, and (6d) J~J+1, linear. Two points for J=~
are labeled specially (one at the value 2 and one at zero),
since it is not otherwise obvious to which ratio they be-
long. The J=1 0 and I I cases all have the value
unity. The limiting value for large 4 are 2, —,', —',, and $
for (6a) -(6d), respectively.
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